
37 yr. old attorney drops dead from a heart attack…medical examiner does not
know why? I do.

Description

 

Suddenly? Yes. Unexpectedly? No. She was recently vaxxed. “She got her first Covid Vax and
experienced some adverse effects. I bet they didn’t tell you a heart attack was one of the side effects
did they? She did what I call the “One Shot Drop”

So basically she got the vaxx on a Thursday and was dead on Friday. Not so safe but very effective.
The coroner cannot figure it out? Let me help you Mr. Coroner. Here we go Mr. Coroner…the vax killed
her ass dead as a fart. Write that down. I would memorize it. You will see this again. Most likely you
have seen this before.

She was feeling “very grateful” to get the jab…wonder how she feels now? Can’t ask her however.

Some more back story:
Autopsy performed on top aide to St. Louis County executive who died unexpectedly at 37:
Walker, 37, was pronounced dead at 9:58 a.m. at SSM Health Saint Louis University Hospital.

RELATED: Cora Faith Walker, aide to Sam Page and former state representative, dies
St. Louis Medical Examiner Dr. Michael Graham conducted an autopsy Monday.
“There were no physical injuries or signs of trauma to the body,” he said. (No shit, Sherlock)

Graham said he would not be able to determine the cause of Walker’s death until toxicology results
come back in about a month. Cora Faith Walker was pronounced dead at SSM Health Saint Louis
University Hospital at 9:58 a.m. Friday.

OK Mike the Coroner pay close attention:
The vax killed her.
The vax killed her.
Take notes:
The vax killed her.
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Just to make sure you got it:
The vax killed her Mr. Mike the Coroner. You know it or if you don’t you are as dumb as a post.
Source: bootcamp.
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